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SSR AC Evaporator Temp Sensor Replacement 
 

It is highly recommended that you read these instructions all the way through before 
beginning the installation.  Doing so will most likely save some rework. 

 
 
Purpose of the replacement kit: 
 
There is a thermal sensor installed in the output airstream of the air conditioning evaporator.  It is 
about ½” away from the downstream side of the evaporator.  It’s purpose is to provide sensing of 
evaporator temperature and prevention of icing.  When the temperature reaches approximately 38 
degrees at the sensing element, the signal conditioner on the other end of the 12” wire disconnects 
the air conditioning compressor.  This is designed to hold the temperature of the AC evaporator at 38-
40 degrees and thereby not allow ice to form on the evaporator.  Early SSRs had a less reliable 
sensor signal conditioner. 
 
GM procedure requires the removal of the dash and the removal of the AC system “suitcase” so that 
it can be split open to replace the sensor.  This process requires approximately 15 labor hours to 
accomplish.  At current labor rates, this cost is unacceptable.  
 
The kit was designed to allow a simple change of the evaporator temperature sensor.  We are adding 
a new sensor in (almost) the exact same position as the original one and then we are abandoning the 
original one. 
 
 
 
Parts in the Kit: 

1. GM p/n 89018791 Temperature Switch (Green Case) 
2. Sensor insertion / mounting bracket 
3. 3M mounting tape (on back of bracket) 
4. AC evaporator case drill guide 
5. This instruction set 

 
 
 
Tools Recommended: 

• 7mm socket wrench or nut driver 
• ¼” drill bit and electric drill 
• flashlight 
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Procedure: 
 

1. Using the 7mm socket or nut driver, remove the three screws that hold the passenger 
glove box to the lower dash structure. 

 

 
 
 

2. Position the drill guide onto the bottom front edge of the AC evaporator case.  It nests 
nicely into the right spot.  The two photos below are provided so that you are certain you 
are drilling in the right place.  Drilling incorrectly may put the drill bit through the 
evaporator core!!! 

 
Drill guide position with evaporator                                           Drill guide position in vehicle. 
on my work bench.                                                              (seen from passenger seat cushion) 
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3. You should be absolutely clear about the positioning of the drill guide before you drill the 
hole…..  Here are a couple photos with a drill bit in the guide…. 

 
On the bench.                                                       In the vehicle. 

    
 
 
 

4. OK…..Now that you are certain about where to drill the hole, do it. 
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5. Test fit the bracket assembly onto the front of the evaporator, confirm that it fits right 
and then clean the front of the evaporator case where the bracket will go on. with a little 
alcohol, lacquer thinner or acetone to remove any Armor-All residue that bay be present 
on the plastic. 

 
6. Peel the red covering off the 3M tape and stick it onto the evaporator case.  The bench 

photo below is provided for clarity on how this installs. 
 

    
 
 

7. Find the original sensor signal conditioning box.  It’s on the top of the case…. See the 
bench photo of the blue one in step 6.  Once you locate it, disconnect the small 
electrical connector.  You may need a mirror to see the latch, as it is on the top of the 
little connector. 

 

    
 

8. Once you have disconnected the wires from the old sensor box, turn them down and 
plug them into the new one.  Put the glove box back on and you are done. 

 
 
Call if you need any encouragement or confirmation, 
 
Mike Moro 480-225-2123 (cell) 

Old blue box 

New green box 


